The Complete Book of Classic GM Muscle (Complete Book Series) by Mike Mueller

If You Drove A Muscle Car, This Is A Must

General Motors has produced some of the greatest muscle cars of all time, from the Pontiac GTO to the Chevrolet Camaro. This lavishly illustrated work documents every muscle car to emerge from Detroit wearing a Chevrolet, Pontiac, Buick, or Oldsmobile badge.

The Complete Book of Classic GM Muscle covers over 40 years of high performance with an in-depth look at prototypes and experimental models, anniversary and pace cars, and specialty packages for street and competition driving. With extensive details, specs, and exclusive archival photographs, this book is the ultimate resource on America's muscle cars.

My Personal Review:
This is one BIG, beautiful book. Stitched binding, heavy paper, beautifully illustrated. Organised model by model, virtually every GM factory hot rod from the classic era of factory hot rods is in here. The pictures are a visual feast, the text is well written. Lots of details about options and performance packages. This is a near coffee-table size book, and very heavy. If you are a GM musclecar fan, this is a great addition to your library.
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